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"I do not propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as lustily as chanticleer in the morning, standing on
his roost, if only to wake my neighbors up." --Henry David Thoreau

Here to help
(CPS) - Admini trato ha th ri
sors from using cla ume to tell tuden a
rcligiou belief. a federal appeal court ha ruled.
"The university' conclu Ion about co
content
mu t be allowed to hold

See also:

COURTS
Orientation assistants forthe summer of 1991 are: front row Mark Sikes and Cyndee Lewis; second row.
Demetrius Williams, Barbara Ahrens, and Kim Connelly: third row. Paula Logan. Sarah Loudin.
Jonathan Snanks, and Donna Whitesides: back row Brian McG uire and Patricia Grant; not pictured.
Eddie Lesaine. -photo by Bill Edmonds
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Barbara Ahrens

Eddie Lesaine

Barbara is a rising junior at Coastal, majoring in English. She was president of her freshman class, has been a
member of SGA, is currently treasurer of Phi Sigma Tau
(the honors philosphy fraternity), and is business manager
of The Chanticleer. Barbara spends a great deal of her free
time cleaning up after her new Dachsund, puppy, Frau
Duchess Magda.

Eddie is a rising senior majoring in education. He is the
starting forward for the men's basketball team. Eddie hopes
to travel to Europe in August to play on an all-star team.

Kim Connelly
Kim is a rising sophomore who so enjoyed attending
orientation last year that she wanted to be an assistant this
year. She has assisted the office of alumni affairs and has
been inducted into Phi Eta Sigma, the freshman honor
society.

Patricia Grant
Patricia is a rising junior and a returning student,
majoring in childhood education. She belongs to a majority
of the clubs and organizations on campus - far too many to
list. Patricia is widely known as "Mom."

Cyndee Lewis
Cyndee (Roo) is a rising junior and a returning student.
She belongs to about as many clubs and organizations a
Patricia. In particular. she has been electedCampus Union
coordinator simply because we believe that if she can
coordinate her own life, the campus should be a snap.

Paula Logan
Paula is a rising junior. She is currently treasurer of
SGA. She is also a member of the Management and
Organization Club. Campus Union, and the Afro-American
Association. Paula recently attended a family reunion
where she and a cousin were mistaken for boyfriend and
girlfriend.
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Chan t for ar
o pia ba I en
By MONTY COO
Courtesy The Sun
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Coastal'
Eddie
Lcsaine has what he calls
"the opportunity of a lifetime.'
Lesaine. a 6-footforward for Coastal'
men's bas etball team,
has been pic cd to pia
for Athletes in Action
(AlA) on a 1S-game European tour 10 Augu 1.
"It's great exposure for my elf and our
Lesaine said Tuesday. And it' the opportunit of a
lifetime."
For Lesaine. who will be a senior in th 1991-92
season,itmaybeachancetoshowcas hi ta n for
European professional league .
'tI would love to play in Europe after playin at
Coastal," Lesaine said. "If I can't get a hot here, It
would be a wonderful alternative.
at er th posibilitie ,I'll take it."

Please see
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"If a frog had wings he wouldn't hop
around on his ass all day."
--Wink Prince, assistant professor of history

Editorial

Welcome Students

Think again when it's time to drive home
Drinking while driving is not worth the price.
For young dependent students, a driving under the influence (DUI)
conviction would cause serious problems in the parent/son or parent/daughter
relationship. Parents of a DUI offender may find it difficult to trust
their sons or daughters ever again. Not
,~
only is there the possibility of the state
revoking their driving privileges, but
Young or old, drinking
the parental units could take the matter
and driving is the wrong
in their own hands, so to speak. That's
choice.
right - they could yank the car away
from you.
For the older and more independent students, a DUI conviction means
two things: mental stress and financial havoc. The younger drunk-driving
guys and gals might be jealous because the older folks don't have to worry
about fanatical, punishing parents. So the older folks get to keep the car, but
what's the use if they can't afford the ensuing SR-22 insurance.
To put things into perspective, the alcohol and drug prevention program
at Coastal published some facts about a DUI conviction. According to the
A&D prevention office, the cost of a first offense is at least $8,200, and the cost
is higher if the DUI is coupled with an accident liability.
Other than a big fat criminal record, here is a list of some things that
would cost $8,200:

. OPINION:

16,400 games of pool
820 large pizzas
31 surjboaras
1 brand new car
273 pairs of jeans

2.3 years of apartment rent
2,733 video tape rentals
1,640 movie theater tickets
16,400 soft drinks
6,560 gallons of gas

Dear New Students:
Coastal Carolina College is the fastest growing campus in the state and an exciting
place to be. Students are attracted to our campus because of a concerned and competent
faculty, a dedicated and effective professional staff, and excellent facilities. We are
growing, and we want you to grow along with us.
To grow, you must succeed, and to succeed you frrst must participate. This means
getting involved in campus life. The pages if this newspaper contain information about
opportunities to participate. Mark Twain was asked the reason for his success. He replied,
"I was born excited." I hope you are excited about being at Coastal, and that you capture
the excitement of our campus.
Best wishes for an exciting and successful year.
Robert W. Squatriglia, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

.

Free speech suffering
on college campuses
Submitted by The American Spectator

In a special May issue on "political correcbless" at American universities and colleges, The American Spectator launches a new
"Amnesty in Academia" 800 telephone number. The number will allow students to report
outrages against free speech and the free exchange of ideas on their campuses. Students
can report human rights violations by callingtoll free-I-800-783-6707.
The May issue of the Spectator cuts
through the recent well-publicized panic over
"politically correct" (PC) thinking to suggest
that American higher education may actually
be heading into a more sensible era. Following up on a comprehensive lambasting of the
PC movement by American Spectator editor-

in-chiefR. Emmeu Tyrrell, Jr., Wall Street
Journal editor David Frum (in "Campus
Counterrevolution") examines two recent
appoinunents at Harvard and Yale and concludes that America's left wing may be
losing its momentum on campus, despite
two-and-a-half decades of furious effort to
institutionalize its influence.
Still, enormous problems remain' in
protecting free speech in academic institutions. A Washington correspondent for The
American Spectator, Tom Bethell, reports
from Tulane that "enrichment liaison persons" are now walking the dormitory corridors to ensure that no student says anything
"insensitive." "Insensitive" students have
already been disciplined, said Bethell.

Circumcision Unnecessary and Dangerous
By Kristine Zalewski
America prides itself on being a greatly
civilized country, but every day doctors,
with parents' permission, are routinely performing an archaic surgery on newborn sons.
Circumcision is the amputation of the foreskin from the penis. It is done within the frrst
few days of life and without anesthesia.
According to Dr. Cory Servaas, the
Committee on Fetus and Newborn of the
American Academy of Pediatrics stated in
1971 that there are no valid medical indications for circumcision in the neonatal period. Possible complications include hemorrhage, infection, and mutilation. This
surgery is outdated and should be discontinued.
The baby is strapped to a device called
acircumstraint, and his genital area is washed
with a cold sanitizing solution. The foreskin, which is naturally stuck to the head of

the infant's penis, is forced back. A coneshaped device is then placed over the head
of the penis and the foreskin is stretched
up around it and sewn surgically to the
cone. The foreskin, being drawn through
the beveled hole of the platform of the
clamp, is crushed once the clamp is screwed
down. This pressure is applied for five
minutes to prevent bleeding. The foreskin
is then cut away with a surgical knife, and
the clamp is removed. During this procedure the babies scream, and sometimes
lapse into a semi-coma.
It is even more horrifying to realize
that this barbaric surgery has not been
proven to be necessary or advantageous to
the patient. In the past, physicians believed that circumcision was an effective
way to prevent cancer of the penis and
cervical cancer in their mates. They have
now concluded that cancer of these types
is more a matter of hygiene than whether
a man is circumcised or not. At any rate,

the incidence of penile cancer is so low that it
hardly justifies circumcising every newborn
male. There are a lot more deaths from appendicitis, but we would likely fmd it ridiculous
to suggest routine appendectomies for newborns.
Nature has provided boys with a foreskin
to protect the sensitive glans (head) of the
penis. When infants are circumcised, they
often develop sores on their exposed glans due
to contact with urine. The wound may become infected and possibly lead to seriqus
illness. "A common complication," according to Captain E. Noel Preston, USAF, "is the
loss of penile skin." This resu Its from pulling
too much skin up over the glans during the
operation, which sometimes requires skin
grafting. There have actually becncases where
the entire glans has been removed.
Dr. Benjamin Spack has stated, "I am in
favor of leaving the penis alone. Pediatric
opinion is swinging away from routine circumcision as unnecessary and at least mildly

dangerous. I also believe," said Spock, "that
there is potential danger of emotional harm
resulting from the operation. Parents should
insist on convincing reasons for circumcision, and there are none that I know of."
In an article in the Saturday Evening
Post, Dr. Carl Otten writes, "In the eyes of
the physician, this barbaric tradition of unnecessary surgery is a thing of the past and
should take its place in history books as one
of the many traditions that a humane civilization has outgrown."
Circumcision is not a justifiable cancer
preventive or hygienic measure. Through
education this cultural tradition can be reversed. Informed parents would notjeopardize the health of their precious infant son
by permitting a surgical procedure thatis not
even necessary. The risks of hemorrhage,
infection, and mutilation far exceed the benefits. We have an obligation to speak out for
these helpless infants.
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"Literature always anticipates life. It does not
copy it, but molds it to .its purpose.'"
-- Oscar Wilde from -The Decoy of Lying, 7897
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Have you decided on a major?
Start by selecting your career
Submitted by the Office of Career Planning

Career planning is a process that students must go through at some time in their
lives. It can take place in many ways. It can
be as simple as being aware of what is
required in order to enter a job field. However, jn order to make a good career decision, planning requires some effort.
The office of career planning, located in
the Student Center, Room 206, is available

for students who are making career ch~ices,
students who need career infonnation, or
students who may be questioning career
choices they may have already made. The
office offers interest testing, career library,
personality testing, individual counseling,
SIGI (a computerized guidance system),
and other types of individual students' needs
and properly assist these students in dealing
with these needs.

Profs express person~l opinions
COURTS from page 1.
Albert Jordan.
"We're notdcaling with a [kook] here,"
Jordan said. There was no Bible reading or
class prayer, he said. "It was a matter of
expressing an opinion in the course of cia sroom banter."
Jordan said Bishop is suing the university, claiming the order violated his right to
free speech as well as his academic freedom
to choose materials and lectures to teach his
own classes.
A lower federal court ruled in Bishop's
favor and the university appealed, setting
the stage for the most recent decision.
The panel of judges recognized "the
invaluable role academic freedom plays in
our public schools, particularly at the
postsecondary level," but approved

Alabama's actions.
"We do not find support to conclude
that academic freedom is an independent
First Amendment right. And in any event,
we cannot supplant our discretion for that of
the university: Federal judges should not be
ersatz deans or educators .... "
Several campuses had trouble keeping
profe ors from proselytizing in class last
year.
Mcmphis Stale University students
demon trated to try to pressure official to
keep crim ino)ogy Professor Byron 10hnson,
who sai he was fired for using clas time to
tell students about his Christian beliefs.
At !-.1iddle Tenne sec State University,
students complained that ociology Professor Donald Schneller was promoting his
anti-abortion views during his classes on
deviant behavior and marriage and family.
Schneller mai ntained he was prescn ting both
sides of the issue.

Meet the 1991 orientation assistants
ing tennis.

ASSISTANTS From page 1.
Sarah Loudin
Sarah is a rising sophomore majoring in
English, or maybe theatre, or maybe philosophy, or maybe ... She is assistant editor
of The C hantideer and secretary for Upstage. Sarah has been mistaken for her
younger brother's twin.

Brian McGuire
Brian is a senior at long last He is
majoring in English, is editor of The Chanticleer, and is a member of Phi Sigma Tau.
Brian has recently purchased a parrot with a
vocabulary nearly as large as his own.

Jonathan Shanks
Jonathan is a rising junior and hopeful
law studcnt. He is the current vice president
ofSGAand is a memberofthe South Carolina
StudentLegislalure. Jonathan plans to study
intemationallaw and foreign diplomacy if
he can find time between surfing and play-

Mark Sikes
~1ark is a rising junior at Coastal. He
has been SGA secretary and treasurer, and is
currently vice president of Kappa Tau
Omega, a social fraternity. Mark is well
known for his taste in clothing, or the lack
thereof.

Donna Whitesides
Donna is a rising senior and a returning
student She is a member of the Returning
Students Association and the Education
Club. She likes to take care of her boys helping with the committee writing letters to
Saudi Arabia, and the committee to send off
and welcome the basketball players when
they went to the NCAA tournament.

Demetrius Williams
Demetrius is a rising senior and president of the Afro-American Association. She
also belongs to Camptls Union and is a
member of Omicron Delta Kappa and Kappa
Delta Pi.
,
~

Eddie Lesaine blocks a shot in a game last year. Lesolne has een
picked for on all-star team that will travel Europe in August. - e p 0 0
e

. Coastal ba ketball tar ga-..

... '- '_

international oppor
an and
games in Switzerland, G
Czecho lovilia.
Other mem her of the team ali 6Before he takes his place on the 12- Clayton RitterofJam Madi n'6-91 y
man team at AlA's workouts in Mil- Webb onowa; 6-10 Rodney Zimmennan
waukee, Wis., on July 29, Lesaine must of UCLA; 6- John Castleberry and 6-2
raise $4,000.
Doug Wilkin of Union (K .) Coil e; "Each player must raise his own 5 Damon Rogers of the Univ rs't of
funds," said Kurt ·Wecrheim. men'
Dubuque; 6-5 e in Hud n of onh
basketball director for AlA Sports Team
Georgia College; 6-5
ve artin of
in Colorado Springs, Colo.
Campbell· 6-0 Eric Amburn 0 Smclarr
"We can only gaurantee one thing. (Ohio) J uniorCollege' 5-1 I Marvin Field
a unique opportunity and experience." of University of ew Haven (Conn.)' and
IfLesainedocs notraisc the req uired 6-4 Mike D'Aloi io. a 19 9 gradu of
funds, AlA will nOl allow him to make Indiana
the trip.
Chanticleer Editor' note: The fellowCoastal Carolina coach Russ shipo/ChrislianAthiet ishelpin Eddie
Bergman said playing for AlA would raise the mone 10 go on thi trip. Every
make Lesaine a beuer player enterin
little bit would help. If you would like to
his senior year.
contribute please send a chee to Coastal
"He'll gel invaluable experience Carolina College allention Ed Cern •
playing abroad," Bergman said. "It P.O. Box 1954, Conwa • S.C. 29526.
should help him mature mentally and Donor. are asked to write "FCA" on th
physically. And it will let foreIgn team
note line, and make the chee pa able to
get a look at him."
Eddie Lesaine. idebar: speciallha
The team. oached by Brown 10TheSunNe s/orpermisslOnlOr prmt
University'S Bill Perkins. will play the above article.

LESAINE

From page 1.
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Man is the only creature endowed with
the power of laughter.
-- Greville

Joe Bob Goes to the Drive-In
By Joe Bob Briggs
Drive-In Movie Critic of Grapevine, Texas

Van Peebles is and a few white people besides me got to see
something decent that he made.
And then that was it. A few days later I got my
Syndicate baseball cap, my Syndicate shirt, my Syndicate
black shades, my secret Syndicate Fax number fin case of
emergency), and a list of the Syndicate musical acts that I'll
be loyal to for the rest of my life (sorry, the names are a
secret).
The last thing Ice-T said to me was, "Joe Bob, you
probably wonder sometimes who your audience is."
"It's occurred to me, yes."
"It is us."
And then I went to the movie. Of course, before I could
get in to see the movie, I had to go through a metal detector
and leave my rosewood-handled nunchucks with stainlesssteel chain at the box office. I was a little concerned that
they'd get stolen, then I noticed the other 400 weapons that
had been checked at the door.
You see, this shakedown thing was a complete overreaction to the fact that, on opening night of "New Jack
City," 137 people were killed by sub-machine-gun fire
while buying popcorn.
I used my secret Fax number to send Ice-T a message:
"Dear Ice, I think we're gonna need some help getting that
white audience out for this one.
But then the Warner Brothers publicity department
decided they would try to help the movie out, and so they had
a press conference to .announce they would pay for any
"extra security" that any theater owner requested.
Now that's gonna bring the crowds out in droves.
Naw, the whole thing was ajoke. What really happened
was that the gangs thought "New Jack City" was a gang
picture. Listen to Joe Bob On this one:
"New Jack City" is an anti-gang picture. And it's an
anti-drughead picture. Mario Van Peebles can't help it if the
gang members are dyslexic and they think. it's about what
they believe in.
I know what you're thinking. You're thinking, "Oh, he's
just saying that cause he has to say it. He's a member of The
Syndicate. "

Well, yes I am, but I'm also saying it because it's true.
Right after they had the violent stuff around the theatres, the media started tap-dancing on this movie, too,
saying, "Well, what do you expect? You putaH that violence
in the movie, and then you expectpcople to understand that
it's anti-violence."
•
You know the first time this stupid argument was
made?
1932.
The movie was "Little Caesar," starring Edward G.
Robinson. It was the frrst gangster picture. Even though
Little Caesar dies at the end, totally destroyed, his life
wasted, there were a bunch of ignorami who said this type
of movie shouldn't be made, because of the effect it would
have on the unstable criminal element.
In other words, people like me.
And so they're doing that number on this picture, even
though it's a more realistic gangster picture than "Scarface"
(the AI Pacino version), which didn't get any flak at all.
Ice-Tis an undercover New York drug cop trying to
bust Wesley Snipes, a two-bit basehead who becomes king
of Crack Street and takes over entire apartment buildings
with his operation. Ice-T works with Judd Nelson, an
Eyetalion cop wearing Syndicate shades, and these two
guys locate the scum, and try to exterminate the scum. I say
';sry to," because it's not like "Death Wish." These guys
actually try to use the justice system.
And it's not like "Scarface" either. "Scarface" was
bloody, but you never really believed that plot could happen. All this stuff is believable.
I'm not kidding. Everybody should see this baby. They
even break the modern record for number of gold neck
chains in one movie.
Six breasts. Thirty-eight dead bodies. Three gun
battles. Knife through the hand. Brain blasting. Coldturkey crack withdrawal. Catfight East River bridgedangling, with deadly results. Gratuitous street-comer fourpart harmony. Gratuitous hip hop. Gratuitous "Say No to
Drugs" lecture. KungFu. RapFu. Plea-bargainFu. DriveIn Academy Award nominations for Wesley Snipes, as the
wahcked-out basehead drug king,
for saying "You gotta rob to get rich
in the Reagan era" and, after he gets
rich, "Sit your five-dollar ass down
before I makechange"; Chris Rock,
as Pookie the frcebasing narc, for
saying "They call it the Enterprise
Room, man, because it's for poeple
who wanna be beamed up by Scotty";
Judd Nelson, as the Eyetalian buddy
cop, for saying "Is this one of those
black things?"; and Mario Van
Peebles, for directing this sucker,
for doing the street life like it really
is, and for coming up with lines like
"They either become customers, or
they become live-in hostages" and
"Yeah, he gonna be hangin with
Elvis."
Four stars.
Jo~ Bob says check it out

Me and Ice-T were hanging out in Cleveland a few
months ago ...
Wait a minute! Do I detect titters in the audience? Are
there scoffers here? Do you think I would lie about something like my personal friendship with such a righteous
rapper?
Like I say, me and Ice-Twere hanging out in Cleveland,
discussing our mutual appreciation of the three B's--Blood,
Breasts, and Beasts--and then the talk turned to Rap Censorship (they're roasting this man), and, to make a long story
short, I ended up getting inducted into something called The
Syndicate. Actually, it was lce-T's personal assistant, Sean
P. Sean, who inducted me into The Syndicate, because I
asked him what I had to do to get a pair of these mean black
shades and hats that Ice-T and his people were wearing. So
Sean P. Sean invited me to be in The Syndicate, and after I
joined--and thereby became eligible to wear the shades--my
fIrst question was:
"Okay, what's The Syndicate?"
"It's the L.A. version of Zulu Nation.
"Great. What's Zulu Nation?"
"Zulu Nation was the fITSt organization of rappers who
got together to agree to work together instead of against one
another."
"By the way, have you noticed I'm white?"
Sean P. Sean thought this was funny and explained to
me that, eveJl though I might be the only white guy in The
Syndicate, it was not because of discrimination. It was just
because it was hard to find qualified white applicants.
"So what do I have to do now that I'm in The Syndicate?"
"You agree that you'll never turn against another member of The Syndicate.
"This is very heavy."
"No, it just means that if the media calls you up, and
they want you to say something about the problems of one
of the rappers in The Syndicate, that you'll just say 'I don't
know nothing.' And they'll do the same for you."
"So like, if some reporter asked
Ice-T to talk about one of my ex-wives,
Ice-T would say, 'Don't mess with my
brother'?"
"You got it. Cause we got too
much going against us to be fighting
amongst ourselves. Ever since last
year."
"Last year?"
"2 Live Crew."
And then we started talking about
2 Live Crew, and some more about Rap
Censorship, and how Vanilla Ice blew
it, and then I talked to Ice-T some more
about this hot new movie he stars in
called "New Jack City" (this was before
it came out) and how it's the first movie
to show what it's really like on the
streets, but he was worried about
wltether his fans would accept him
portray ing a cop. And then we talked
The cast of "New Jack Ciiy" scanningthe horizon for ruthless drugged-up crooks
about how great it would be if everybody found out how talented Mario trying to get in to see the movie.
tI
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liAs is a tale, so is life: not how long it is,
but how good it is, is what matters,"
-- Seneca
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"You cannot teach a man anything; you can
only help him to find it within himself:'
-- Golf/eo

Transfer Program Ap roved
Submitted by Public Relations

Horry -Georgetown Technical College and Coastal
Carolina College have formalized an articulation agreement
which will make it easier for students who begin associate
degree programs at HGTC to transfer to Coastal to complete
baccalaureate programs.
HGTC President Kent Sharples and Coastal Chancellor Ron Eaglin agree that the plan will benefit local students.
tlOur two institutions have forged a landmark agreement which will afford our citizens an even greater access
to higher education, tI said Sharples. tiThe sense of esprit de
corps evident between our colleges has made this a labor of
tremendous cooperation. The resulting agreement has paved
the way for and set the stage for great things in the future. tI
"In developing the transfer program, the needs of
students were our main concern, tI said Eaglin. tlOur institutions have implemented a plan that enables students to plan
their educational programs early, to select appropriate
courses, and to meet their long-range educational goals.
This agreement is also a tribute to the cooperative efforts of
faculty at both institutions. Their work will open new doors
for students and enhance a long-term relationship of exchange and interaction between our colleges. tI

HGTC Vice President for Education Neyle Wilson,
Coastal Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs Ron Ingle,
and faculty and administrators from both institutions began
working on the agreement last fall. According to Wilson,
the majority of HGTC's transferring students will most
likel y enroll at Coastal.
Ingle said that HGTC students who plan to transfer to
Coastal should become familiar with the transfer policies
and plan their schedules accordingly. He also recommended that they review their plans with Dr. Thomas
Isekenegbe in the academic affairs office at Coastal or
Marsha Griffin, director of career development, placement,
and recruitment at HGTC.
Coastal has established the following policies regarding transfer of credits from HGTC:
1. Student transcripts must be submitted to the admissions office at Coastal for evaluation by the dean of the
school in which the student plans to major.
.
2. Credit for work completed at another college will not
be accepted for transfer if the student has previously failed
an equivalent course at Coastal.
3. Students must complete the last 30 semester hours
before graduation at Coastal. .
4. A maximum of76 semesterhoursmay be transferred

for degree credit to be awarded for the course.
5. A minimum gradeoftlCtI (2..0) in a course is required
for transfer credit to be awarded for the course.
6. As a general rule, credits earned in courses that fall
in one or more of the following categories are not acceptable
through the transfer program:
-courses that are occupational or technical in nature
-courses that are essentially remedial in nature
-courses that are not listed as part of the college transfer
program
-courses that are listed as 300-1evel or above at Coastal
Transfer applicants must apply to Coastal through the
admissions office and submit official transcripts from all
colleges they have attended. An admission decision will be
based on all course work completed at the time of application. Transfer applicants must be eligible to return to the last
college attended as a degree candidate and will be considered for admission based on the cumulative grade point
average of all previous post-secondary work at the college
level. Transfer applicants should have earned a cumulative
2.0 GP A on 30 semester hours or 45 quarter hours. If less
than 30 semester hours or the equivalent have been earned,
the applicant must meet both transfer and freshman admission requirements.

Br"a nham retires after 28 yea s
Submitted by Public Relations

When James Branham came to Coastal to teach history
and government in 1963, the campus consisted of the
Edward M. Singleton Building, a custodial building, and an
unpaved parking lot. Branham was one of a handful of
faculty members hired to teach the 105 full-time students
enrolled for the fall semester of 1963.
Branham, a Distinguished Professor of History, retired
on June 30 as Distinguished Professor Emeritus.
Branham has seen great change at Coastal in the last
three decades. Since 1963, Coastal has grown from a onebuilding college to a 23-building campus, including residence
halls, and more than 4,000 students.
"I remember vividly teaching virtually every student
here--that was extremely pleasant," Branham said of the
early days of Coastal. "In those days we were indeed a
family of faculty, students, and administrators. When we
held an event, virtually everyone was there--I miss all that."
In recent years, Branham has taught approximately 70
students per semester-a small percentage of the total
student population, he said. He estimates he has had more
than 6 000 Coastal students in his classes.
"To a great extent, the college has lost its intimacy. Size
accounts for some of that. It is inevitable," said Branham,
"but I'm not convinced it is wise."
As the senior faculty member at Coastal, Branham has
carried the mace in leading his colleagues during convocations since 1983.
Born in Lugoff, S.C., Branham attended Furman University where he graduated magna cum laude in 1956. He
attended Yale University Divinity School on a Rockerfeller

James Branham
Grant from 1956 to 1957, and received his master's degree
from West Virginia University in 1959. At Coastal Branham
has bccn the head of the history department since 1963. He
received the Distinguish<?d Teaching Award in 1971.
The South Carolina Commission on Higher Education
review consultants commended the history [acuIty in March

1991 for "dedication, talent, exemplary advising, scholarship," and for producing "articulate and thoughtful students." Branham attributes the positive review to the
"tremendous rapport that exists between faculty members
and students.
Branham's reputation with students is one of demanding classes, plenty of reading, and difficult tests. "I feel very
strongly that I teach a college-level course, and when I go
into the classroom, students are fully aware of how they are
going to be evaluated and tested," Branham said. ''They
knew that my class would be a demanding experience."
He estimates two or three percent of his students receive
A's and approximately 25 percent fail. "I am not proud of
this," he said. "Sometimes they arc just not willing to invest
the time that I demand to be successful."
Instead of teaching his favorite courses, American
History from 1917 to 1945 and foreign policy, Branham said
he will spend his time fishing, traveling, and landscaping his
three-acre yard in Longs. "1 never dreamed I would reach
this point.in my life. Now I'm anxious to see what it's going
to be like," he said. "I'm sure there are things that I will miss
about this college. After all, it has been my life for 28 years.
But I'm going to try to prevent that from becoming too
compelling."
Branham is the last of the first generation of Coastal
fathers. Symbolizing tradition and the changing of the
guard, Branham's retirement ushers in a new era. Since his
retirement, Roy Talbert Jr. became chairman of the Department of History, and English Professor Joyce Parker, who
came to Coastal on September 1, 1966, became senior
faculty member.
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IILet the greater part of the news thou hearest
be the least part of what thou believest."
-- Quarles

'Heterosexual Society'
loses recognition

senator at a student government meeting in April.
Thecampu paper, The Spectator, reported that the three
enators later apologized.
But seven ailing senator have threatened to ue in
retaliation, citing as damages the resultant dige tive woe
and the possibility that laxative can cause birth control pill
to become ineffective if the pills are taken within an hour of
taking laxative.

Iowa State University student clubs coordinator Carol
Cordell at least temporarily withdrew official ISU rccognition of the Heterosexual Society, an anti-gay campus group,
because it required members to attest to their heterosexuality.
The heterosexual pledge, Cordell said, violated ISU's '
anti-discrimination policy.
Group members will amend their constitution to meet
the policy, society chairman Deanne Backes told the Iowa
Texas A&M Uni er ity's Faculty Senate, mindful of
State Daily. She added the group will change its name to
rumors
that General 'orman Schwarzkopf may be offcred
Allied Students Against Perversion.
thejobofchanceUoroftheA& 1sy tem,is ueda tatement
saying Schwarzkopf should not get the offer.
"I have nothing against General Schwarzkopf; in fa t
I admire him." Faculty Senate Chauman Bill Stout x- Agnc.
"Thi
plained. "But he simply doe n't meet the Faculty Sena
o. 1 critcrion for the person who shouldultimatcly fill th
pose high academic credentials."
A day after the University of ebraska-Lincoln Faculty
Senate asked the school to stop giving academic credit for
Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) classes because
ROTC will not admit gays, campus police arrested a 19year-old ROTC cadet for attacking an anti-ROTC demonstrator.
The cadet, whose name was not released, allegedly
A group of 14 black-clad and hooded women marched
jumped from a crowd of people watching the April 11
demonstration against ROTC's ban on homosexual, and through the University of California at Santa Barbara'
greek row. claiming fraternity members "have raped our
kicked and punched UNL senior Scott Shanks.
flesh and spirits, because they glorify violence again t
women and treat us as sexual objects."
While several fraternity member said they upported
the demonstrators' cause, they said they felt unfairly condemned.
" 0 way do we perpetuate rape or me exploitation of
women, Sigma Alpha Epsilon member Dan Rosenbaum
Repaying college loans does not seem to affect the told the Daily Nexus the campus new paper.' e respect
women. This is an insult to u .'
lifestyles or "major life choices" of students afLer the
Meanwhile, Millersville Univer it in Penns lvania
graduate, a study by two student loan agencies claims.
''These loans did not cause econom ic hardship," claimed di banded the Theta Pi fraternity. hich on April! had
Lawrence 0 'Toole, president of ellie Mae, a company that charged with sexually haras ing women who had · incd ·
"sells" student loans to banks and that co-sponsored the little si ter program.
survey of 1,440 borrowers with the Massachuseus Higher
Education Assistance Corporation.

A& facult a
tormin' o rna

ROTC cadet attacks
gay student protestor

a ge
omen' gro
frats at anta ar a a

tudent borrowers not
affected by loans

t dent enators rna
sue ractica jo ers
Three University of Wi consin-Eau Claire ludent
senators, trying to pull off what the latter called a "practical
joke," passed out brownies laced with laxatives t.o fellow

e
ni ersityof Arizona grad student Paul S
ormal
complained 10 the U.S. Dcpanment of Education in midApril, claiming students ,ith learning eli bilitie houJd
get 10 use the same special resourc that tudents ith
phy ical disabilities get to use.

t
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"Music should strike fire from the heart of man,
and bring tears from the eyes of woman."
-- LlJdwig von Beethoven

The Concert Connection
Submitted by Darren steel

July
Home Grown Bandon 7/13 atCrawdaddy's; Mullets 7/13,
Bimini's; Chicago 7/13, Walnut Creek Amphitheater; Kinetics 7/13, King's Road Tavern; Judge Not 7/13, Thirsty
Whale; The Em bers 7/13, Afterdeck; Robert Cooper 7/13,
Scuttle's; Pyrate 7/13, Rockburger; Danger Money 7/13,
Danger Zone; Doug Lumblury 7/13, Captain Ai's;
Breakaway 7/13, Knickerbocker; Kidds 7/13,200 1; Pryme
Tyme 7/13, Coquina Club; David Gray7/13, Atlantis; Wild
Men from Borneo 7/13-14, Apple Annie's; Chairmen of
the Boarrl7/13-14, Sandtrap Lounge; Gary Brown & the
Holiday Band 7/13-14, Chaser's; Queensryche with Suicidal Tendencies 7/13, Greensboro Coliseum and 7/14,
Carolina Coliseum; Cimmaron 7/13-14, Cowboys; The
Nads 7/14, Sandpiper's; J. Gordon 7/14, Knickerbocker;
Hearts & Bones 7/15, Smid-Dre's; Groove Thangs 7/1516, Thirsty Whale; Harrison & McClure 7/15-16,
Crawdaddy' s; Greg Seibert 7/15-16, Scuttle's; Jester 7/1520, Rockburger; Fantastic Shakers 7/15-20, Coquina Club;
Tremors 7/15-20, 2001; Billy Ray Cyrus7/15-20, Cowboys; Steve Marino 7/15-20, Atlantis; Bo Diddly 7/16,
Internati"al Festival; The Triplets 7/16, Purple Gator;
Barley Bbys 7/16-18, Smid-Dre's; Moja Nya 7/17, Purple
Gator; Exile 7/17, Cowboys; School or Fish 7/18, Purple
Gator; Jimmy Buffett 7/19, Walnut Creek Amphitheater;
Clint Bla£k 7/19, Carolina Coliseum; TheO'Jays with
Millie Jackson 7/19. Gaillard Auditorium; Lynyrd Skynyrd
'917/20and 7(21. Walnut Creek Amphitheater; Super Fest
with Big Daddy Kane, Digital Underground. De La Soul,
Yo-Yo, Brand Unbian, Chub Rock and Nikki D; Moody
Blues with Hall & Oates 7/21 CarowindsPalladium; Kris
Kristofferson 7/22, Cowboys; Moody Blues 7/23, Walnut
Creek Amphitheater; Reggae Summit 7!l3. King St. Palace; Beach Boys 7/24, Carowinds Palladium; Fishbone 7/

26, Purple Gator; Vern Gosdin 7(26, Cowboys; Don Henley
7(26, Walnut Creek Amphitheater and 7(27, Blockbuster
Pavilion; Widespread Panic 7/30, Ports Authority;
Widespread Panic 7/31, Purple Gator; and Operation Rock
& Roll presenting Judas Priest, Alice Cooper, Motorhead,
Dangerous Toys and Metal Church 7/31, Walnut Creek
Amphitheater.

August
Merle Haggard on 8/1 at Cowboys; INXS 8/3 •Walnut Creek
Amphitheater; Jimmy Buffett 8/3. Lakewood Amphitheater and 8/10-11 Blockbuster Pavilion; Molly Hatchett 8/
4, Cowboys; Boston Pops with conductor Harry
Rabinowitz; 8n, Carolina Coliseum; Bad Company with
Damn Yankees 8/9, Carowinds Palladium and 8/10, Walnut Creek Amphitheater; and Kingston Trio 8/16-17, Soft
Rock Cafe.

September
Earl Thomas Conley on 9/6 at Cowboys; Jason D. Williams 9/13, Cowboys; Paul Simon 9/18, Walnut Creek
Amphitheater and 9/19 at Blockbuster Pavilion~ Sting 9/20,
Blockbuster Pavilion and 9/22. Walnut Creek Amphitheater;
and Marshall Tucker Band 9/22. Cowboys.

October.
Rod Stewart on 10/6 at Walnut Creek Amphitheater; and
Tom Petty 10/11. Walnut Creek Amphitheater.

Rick's Cafe
Mondays - Stormy Monday Blues
Tuesdays - Jealous Sky
Wednesdays - Home Grown Band
Thursdays - The Nads
Fridays - J&J Jazz with Erich Hunn
Saturdays - Jesse Holcomb

Horry students receive tuition
Submitted by Public Relations

For the top-ranking senior from each of Horry County's
high schools, the Horry County Higher Education Commission (HCHEC) has awarded full tuition to those who
have elected to attend Coastal.
The nine scholarship recipients were honored during an
awards ceremony held at Coastal on April 18. They are:
Teresa Diane Kelley of Aynor High School; Adam Scott
Lesley of Conway High School; Christy Moore of Green
Sea Floyds High School; Tommy Lee Shelley of Loris High
School; Jamie Westbury of Myrtle.Beach High School;
Britt Johnson of North Myrtle Beach High School; Heather
Dawn Hall of Socastee High SchOOl; Monty Porter of
Waccamaw Academy; and Eddie William Moore of Horry
County Adult Education.
For many of the more than 285 recipients of the awards
in the last 10 years, the scholarship has allowed the students
to pursue the reality of higher education.
"I wouldn't be able to go to school ifit wcren't for that
scholarship," said Lisa Thompson, a Coastal junior and

Conway High School graduate. "It was an honor to receive
the award because I had to be one of the top people in my
high school class to get it Now I can concentrate on my
studies instead of dealing with the pressure of seeking
employment outside of the college," she said. Thompson is
an honor student at Coastal.
High school students are ranked during the final semester
of their senior year and notified near graduation if they are
selected for the Coastal award. Information on the scholarship is made available in high school guidance offices.
The HCHEC has awarded Horry County School Awards
totalling more than $317,000 since 1981. In the fiscal year
ending June 30,1990, the 30 scholarshipawardees received
full in-state tuition grants of $875 each semester, totalling
S64,308. The award is renewable for up to eight semesters.
"This scholarship helps us to attract the best students we
can to Coastal," said Clark Parker, chairman of the Institutional Support Committee of HCHEC. "Hopefully the
students receiving this award will decide to live and pursue
careers in Horry and Georgetown counties when they
graduate," Parker said.

Info
Afterdeck - 449-1550
Apple Annie's - 272-4638
Atlantis - 448-4200
Bimini's - 449-5549
Blockbuster Pavilion - Charlotte, N.C. - call WKZQ
Captain Afs - 272-2977
Carolina Coliseum - call SCAT
Carowinds Palladium - Charlotte, N.C. - (704) 588-2606
Charlotte Coliseum - Charlotte, N.C. - call WKZQ
Chaser's - 272-4044
Concert Line - (919) 881-8329
Coquina Club - 448-9441
Cowboys - 272- 5448
Crawdaddy's - 272-9933
Danger Zone - 626-6872
Gaillard Auditorium - call SCAT
Greensboro Coliseum - Greensboro, N.C. - call WKZQ
International Festival - Richmond, Va. - call WKZQ
King St. Palace - Charleston - call SCAT
King's Road Tavern - 448-7595
Knickerbocker - 272-5900
Lakewood Amphitheater - Atlanta, Ga. - (404) 249-6400
Ports Authority - Charleston - call SCAT
Purple Gator - 449-3660
Rick's Cafe - 238-5158
Rockburger - 448-7731
SCAT - (803) 577-4500
Sandpiper's - 651-1050
Sandtrap Lounge - 272-6153
Scuttle's - 626-8788
Smid'-Dre's - 497-0420
Soft Rock Cafe - call SCAT
Sounds Familiar (M~B. SCAT location) - 448-6408
Thirsty Whale - 651-7519
Ticketron - (800) 543-3041
2001 - 449-9434
WKZQ - (800) 238-1017
Walnut Creek Amphitheater - Raleigh, N.C. - call SCAT
**all concert dates subject to change**
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"When I play with my cat, who knows whether I
do not make her more sport than she makes
me?"
-- Montaigne

Coastal receive
-f or foreign lang
Submitted by Public Relations

schools; the program internationalizes existing courses by
For the third consecutive year, Coastal has been awarded bringing them up-ta-date with changing wodd situation .
a $75,000 federal grant to continue the Comprehensive the program expands and enables the libraries to progrcs in
EnrichmentProgram in International and Foreign Language the acquisition of learning resources (books, videotape ,
and maps) for humanities, international, and government
Studies.
Awarded by the U.S. Deparunent of Education, the
grant supports acomprchensive international studies program for a IO-member consortium of colleges and universities fn
South Carolina The aim of the program is to internationalize the campuses of member schools.
The grant for the 1991-1992 academic year will be
matched with $46,963 in college funds and approximately
-$6,000 in contributions from participating institutions. The
three-year total of federal funds received for the program is
$225,000, or 61 percent of the total cost of the project
College funds earmarked for the three-year program total
$122,636 and contributions from participating institutions
total approximately $23,000.
Coastal heads the statewide program under the direc- programs; and the program assists in developing foreign
tion of former Coastal Chancellor Fred Hicks. According to language curricula.
Geoff Parsons, who is the program coordinator at
Hicks, the program is helpful in developing new courses in
international relations at Coastal and at the consortium Coastal, said the program helps sensitize the faculty of the

" ... we need to expose our
students to things not cast in
the traditional western
mold. "
- Geoff Parsons

consortium chools to the incorporation 0 a m Ii glo al
and to promotin an in rnatlonal
view into their cour
awarenes on theircampuse . "We need to mcrea mgJ
sen itive to difference in culture and we need LO e
our
tudents to thing not cast in the tradition I e rn mold •
Parson said. "It helps prepare gradua
mOf.
competitive in the mar etplace." he id.
The program provides confe~ence wor hop
interlibrary loan ,resource material , and financial upport.
"Many of the schools which are member ofm c
arc small minority schools, and are not hea ilyendo ed.
hen lh
The program help these school participa
ordinarily could not," Parson said.
Thi falJ. Coastal will host a two-da wo hop.' Introduction to the Oral Proficien
In rvie .
e for
September 20 and 21. the wor hop i for faculty from the
consortium school .
In addition to Coastal, con rtium mem
Allen University, Benedict CoJIege, Morri College, outh
Carolina State ColJege, Voorhee College. U
A en,
USC Beaufort., USC Sal chatchie, and U C Umon .

mum

c
P.o. Box 1954, Conway, S.C. 29526
(803) 349·2330

Tk CitJ.lrCio!u, is a student publication of
Coastal Carolina College.

Submitted by Public Relations
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MEMBER OUTH CAROLL 'A PRE S
ASSOCIATIO. · COLLEGIATE DlVISIO, '

Coastal Carolina College Chancellor Ron Eaglin ha
been appointed to the CAA Presidents Commission Subcommiuee to Review CAA Revenue-Distribution Principles.
The special subcommittee was formed with representatives of two members from Division I-A schools and one
from each Division I-AA, I-AAA, II and In schools. Th
six-member subcommittee is charged with reviewing revenue distribution recommendation for the frrst year of th
even-year CAA basketball television contract
Each representative was nominated and elected to erve
on the com miuee following the April meeting of the CAA
Pre ident's Commission, of which Eaglin ha been a member since his four-year term began in January 1991.
As one of 44 commission members repre enting more
than 290 ('AA member chool in the nation, and the only
Divi ion I representative of the 1991 commission from
South Carolina, Eaglin serves a an at-large Divi ion 1AAA representative. Coastal i a Division I-AAA nonfootball member of the CAA. The commi ion in lude
repre entatives from CAA conference including th ACC,
Big Eight. Bjg Ten. Big West, Pac-l0 and SEC.

Dr. Ronald E. Eag

, Cha ncel 0
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liT rifles make perfection and perfection
is no trifle."
I

-- Michelangelo

Coastal's summer
calendar of events
Coastal t(} host summer cheerleading camp
Nationally-ranked USC Columbia cheerleaders will be at Coastal from August 5
through August 8 for a four-day summer camp to be held from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. The
camp is open to individuals or teams, ages 6 to 18. The camp will include cheers, chants,
dances, tumbling, stunts, evaluations, and awards. The camp will be held in Kimbel
Gymnasium. The cost is $65 per person. For more information call Coastal at448-1481,
347-3161, or 546-0234, extension 2802.

Writer's Group to meet at Coastal
The Writer's Group at Coastal will meet at Tuesday, August 6, at 7:30 p.m. in Room
204 of the Student Center. The Writer's Group meets the first Tuesday of each month unless
there is a holiday.
The meeting is free and open to anyone interested in writing or to those interested in
sharing stories, poems, or other pieces of writing.
The Writer's Group is sponsored by Sigma Tau Delta, Coastal's English honor society.
For more information contact Jf'hT} Beard, assistant professor of English at Coastal, at
448-1481,347-3161, or 546-0234, extension 2462.

Coastal to hold children's reading camp in July
Coastal is holding a Summer Reading Camp for children ages 5 to 12 from July 15 to
July 18. Sessions will be hel from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. or from 12:15 to 3:15 p.m.
Reading specialist Barbara Ashley will instruct the course "Once Upon a Time: A
Celebrati9n of Reading." The goal of the program is to entice young people to start reading
and to increase their reading abilities. All projects are geared according to each child's
reading ability.
Ashley is the reading camp coordinator at the University of West Florida. She created
the Puppet Factory at Kidstown in Pensacola, Fla., has presented programs to the
International Reading Association, and has received numerous reading awards.
To register or for more information, contact the graduate and continuing education
office at 448-1481,347-3161, or 546-0234, extension 2672.

The Women's Room to meet at Coastal
The Women's Room will hold its next meeting on August 14 at Coastal in Room 003
of the Graduate and Continuing Education Building at 7:30 p.m ..
The topic of the meeting will be "Pornography: Men Possessing Women" by Andrea
Dworkian.
For more information contact Tracy at 626-8415, or ShelJey at 249-3142.

~
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KIMBEL
LI BRARY

now available at Kimbel
Submitted by Marchita Phifer

Business Newsbank, a complete source
for extensive research, has been installed in
Kimbel Library at Coastal. Newsbank is
available to students and faculty for all types
of research-from small reports or elaborate
compositions to employment or internship
opportunities.
The Newsbank is able to locate hard-tofind information on small and privately
owned companies as well as major corporations in every corner of the United States.

Business Newsbank contains thousands
of current business articles from the newspapers and business publications of 450
U.S. cities on microfiche, all comprehensively indexed. Currency is maintained
with monthly updates. Newsbank enables
students or anyone doing research to follow
trends, study industry, or research job opportunities. Business Newsbank is current,
quick, and easy to use.
Reference librarians are available to
assist anyone in using Business ewsbank.

"TWO GOOD
TO BE TRUE" DEAl.
2 MEDIUM PIZZAS EACH
99
WITH 2 TOPPINGS FOR ONlY

$9

Even if the other guys
had this "two good"
deal, you've ~ to
wonder:

how fresh is it
if you can't get it
delivered
in 30 minutes?

Call Us!
248-3646
1223 16th Ave.• Conway
Hours: 11:00 am.-midnight Sun.-Thurs.
11:00 am.-2:00 a.m. Fri.&Sat

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA~

-----,I

------

World's Largest Poem for Peace
The International Society of Poets is accepting poems [or its "World's Largest Poem
for Peace." Anyone may contribute to this worldwide effort. Responses have already
been recieved from President Bush and nearly every governor.
The World's Largest Poem for Peace, a document expected to be no longer than
several football fields, will be presented to the Secretary General of the United Nations
following the Society's August 16-18 National Poetry Symposium in Washington, D.C.
In addition to this literary donation, International Society of Poets will donate ten
cer.ts to the United Nation's International Children's Education Fund (UNICEF) on
behalf of everyone who shows support for world peace by submitting a poem.
To be a part of this monumental effort, send one original poem (20 lines or less) to:
World's Largest Poem for Peace, P.O. Box 627, Owings Mills, Md. 21117.

.Business
Newsbank

Two Free

Coca-Cola® classic -.
or diet Coke®!
Just call and order any pan or
original pizza and receive TWO
FREE servings of Coca-Cola~
classic or diet CokM.

II.

$1.00 OFF!

I
I
I

Just calland order any pan or original
pizza and get $1.00 OFF!

:

I
I
I
I
I

:

I Vaid
at participating stores only. Not valid with Illy I Vaid at participating stores only. Not valid with Illy I
other otfer. Prices may viIY. Customer pays sales lax
oth. otfer. Prices miy YfIIY. Custom« pays sales Iix I
applicable. Dellv8fY area rmited to 8I)SUre safe I wh.eapplicable. DeiIWrY
rmited 10 ensure SClfe
I where
Our drivers carry less thlll $20.00. Our drivers
Our drivers carry lea thlll $20.00. Our drivers I
not penalized for late deliveries. Cash Vakle 1/2Oe'1 are not penalized for Iae deliveries. Cash Vikle1/2Oe.
I eare1991
Domino's Pizza. Inc.
e Dominols Pizza; Inc.
,
dri~ng.

dri~ng .
1~

liN
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"Reason is the mistress and queen
of 01\ things."
-- Cicero

Gain academic cre

•

1

"Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narro -mindedne
Submitted by American Youth Hostels

Washington, D.C.-Students in any Iield
of study-from art and architecture to
marketing and languages--can benefit academically from the experiences gained by
traveling.
Students are able to earn independent
study credit for global adventures by keeping a travel journal.
The Council on International Educational Exchange (CrEE) states, "Journal
writing provides the facul ty with a picture of
what the student has learned and how the
student has digested the learning. And the

student, through writing the journal, undergoes the process of focusing and consolidating a myriad of images and impressions into
a meaningful whole. In journal writing,
students will develop a keener ability to
observe places and events, and to put these
into clearer personal focus."
Students can detennine the criteria and
structure for ajournal sufficient for credit by
conferring with their advisers.
American Youth Hostels (AYH) can
help make travels for students very affordable. By joining AYH, students are automatically accepted by the International
Youth Hostel Federation (IYHF). With this

Hurricane sea

0

•

"

membership studen arc given acces to
more than 5,300 hostel in 59 countries, and
a wide array of educational, environmental
and cultural p.mgrams. Ho leIs al 0 pmvide
the opportunity to meet traveler of all nationalities and bac ground -a chan e for
true cultural exchange.
American Youth Ho tel is a nonprofit
organization dedicated to helping all, especially young people, gain a greater understanding of the world and its people through
its network ofho tcl and educational travel
programs. As Mark Twain said, "Travcl i
fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narro mindcdne s."

•

Be prepared for the possibility of a hurricane in our area.
Submitted by National Weather Service

Hurricane season began on June 1 and
extends through November each year. Enter
the season prepared. Use a checklist of
things to do to prepare during the hurricane
watch and hurricane warning. Detailed infonnation can be obtained from your nearest
National Weather Service Office or county
Emergency Preparedness Office.
When a hurricane threaten your area,
you will have to make the decision whether
you should evacuate or whether you can ride
out the stonn in safety at home. If local
authorities recommend evacuation, you

should leave! Their advice is based on
knowledge of the strength of the stonn and
its potential for death and destruction.
A HURRICA E W ATeH is issued
for a coastal area when there is a threat of
hurricane conditions within 24-36 hours. In
especially vulnerable areas, early evacuation
may be necessary when a watch is issued.
Otherwise you should review hurricane
safety procedures and make preparations.
Listen to OAA Weather Radio and commercial radio and television stations for the
latest infonnation and instructions for your
location.
G is isA HURRICA TE WAR

sued when hunicanecondition areexpectcd
in a specified coastal area within 24 hours.
Areas subjecLlo stonn surges or tides should
be evacuated as well as areas which could be
isolated by flood waters. Follow the insuu tions of local officials. You will not be
asked to leave your home unless your life·
threatened.
A hurricane cause sea level to rise
above nonnal tidal heights, with giant winddriven waves and strong. unpredictable
currents. These are the tonn's worstlcillers.
KNOW YOUR PROPERTY'S ~L
EVATIO ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL,

AND LEARN THE STORM S
GE HI TOR FOR YOUR AREA.
Tomadoe can be pa ned b
canes and are ve dan crou .
hurricane approa hcs Ii en for tornado
read to
e
watche and warning , and
immediate h Iter.
Aoods and flash flood can
ro
by the torrential rai of a hum ane and ar
very dangerou . A hurrican can brin hi
winds and 6 to 12 inch 0 rain r more to
. B alert to th
the inland area it cro
po ibilily of high ind fl
and
flood during the tonn.

Cyprus delegation led b . Fred HO c
Submitted by Public Re ations

Fred Hicks, professor of history at USC
Coastal Carolina College, will lead a delegation to Cyprus in summer 1992 as part of
his Fulbright studies.
Hicks has been appointed the Fulbright
Professor in Cyprus for 1991 and 1992 by
the Fulbright High Commission in Cyprus.
As a consultant to the director of higher
education in Cyprus, Hicks has assisted in
the drafting of regulations governing and
accrediting private institutions of higher
education in the Republic. Hicks' appointment over the two-year period includes five
concentrated visits to Nicosia, the capital of
Cyprus.
"The government of Cyprus is establishing a system of quality control and accrcdi-

tation. During the six months I spent in
Cyprus, I assisted in drafting the laws and
regulations being considered by the Council
ofMinisLers and the Legislature of Cyprus,"
Hicks said." ext summer, the delegation

"The delegation will start the
process of sharing our knowledge
af accreditation and initiating the
self-study process with our colleagues in Cyprus."
will start the process of sharing our knowledge of accreditation and initiating the sclfstudy process with our colleagues in Cyprus."
Delegates from Coastal include Chancellor Ron Eaglin; Elizabeth Puskar, dean of
the School of alul1ll and Applied Sciences;

KarcnCarpc.ntcr,assi tantprofcs orofhcalth
professions and education; Jack Riley, a sistant profe sor of government; Mario
Katsioloudes as istant profes or of management; James Far olas profe sor of hi tory; Stephen agle, as ociate profes or of
English; Sara Sanders, as iSlant profe orof
English' GJenda S w~ assistant dean of the
School of Humanities and Fine Arts; and
Lance Bedwell, professor of education.
Representatives from the Washington D.C.based Council on Post Secondary Accreditation and from the Atlanta-based Southern
Association Commi sion on Colleges and
Universities will join the delegation.
The seminar is funded by the governmcnt
of Cyprus and the FulbrightCommi i n in
Cyprus.

347-6936
Luxury for Les
Featuring
Lincolns & Cadillac
for th price of a cab
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"I would rather sit on a pumpkin, and have it
all to myself, than to be crowded on a velvet
cushion."
- -- Montesquieu
....

-

"

IN
ne e~(U(t/e!ee~ would like to welcome all
incoming freshmen, returning students, and
transfer students.
The following positions on

ne e~al(t/efu~

staff are open for the Fall 1991 seme,ster.:

Writers, Typists, Editors,
Reporters, Photographers

WA T TO STOP SMOKI G?
Itls free! Itls convenient! It's low pressure! And you've got no excuses left!
Give yourself the chance and support to stop smoking with the
(?~~~(ID ~1r@~1r [p~@@~@~

The four-session program begins on Monday. July 22. at 1:00 p.m.
in Room 20 1 of the Student Center.

PLY SHOWUP!
Sponsored by the American Cancer Society.
Public service announcement provided by The Chanticleer

